
HEI-SAMEK-NOON-HEI


“The Bush”


Exodus 3: 2

An angel of YHUH appeared to him in a blaze of fire from amid the bush.  He saw and, behold!  
the bush was burning in the fire but the bush was not consumed.


NOON-SAMEK


“Banner”


Psalm 60: 6

To those who fear You, You gave a banner to be raised high, for truth’s sake.


Verse 4 in the ISR version:  You have given a banner to those who fear You, that it might be 
lifted up, because of the truth.  Selah.


NTTH  LYRAYK  NS   LHTNUSS   MPNY   QShTt   SLH 

(transliterated english letters for Hebrew)  


eriktology translation:


It has been established that-  unto he who fears You with due reverence according to what has 
been exhibited, that is, made perceptible to that one…

a miraculous event of escape from the very presence of the Archer.

That will confirm his regard- manifest accordingly as he held onto the truth… 

as a decoration of distinction- antithesis to the cruel violence… difficult to understand.

It is a veritable flag for flying, lifted up in spite of the adversity… 

a proclamation of  “Truth”, using symbolism.    

Life triumphing over Death.


Numbers 21: 8


YHUH said to Moshe, Make for yourself a “fiery” “SHIN-RESH-PEI”  (SeRePh) (SeRPent) and 
place it on a pole  (that word for ‘pole’ is ’NS’, NOON-SAMEK- the same word as banner)   and 
it will be that anyone who was bitten will look at it and live.    Moshe made a serpent of copper  
(NCxSh  HNCxShT)  and placed it on the pole, so it was that if the serpent bit a man, he would 
stare at, contemplate, (HEI-BEIT-YOD-TET)  the copper serpent, and live.

Both the word “Serpent” and “copper” is “NaCxaSh” spelled NOON-CxET-SHIN… 

not SHIN-RESH-PEI, that is- SRP which is translated as “fiery”.

CxET-SHIN-ALEF-YOD is the word for secret, still, and silent…   (CxET-SHIN sounds like 
“hushhh”- real sneaky- like)


John 3: 14, 15


As Moshe lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the “son of man” be lifted up, 
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life.


What does “believeth” actually mean?  It seems to be compared to the action of “looking”.

The operative word here “look”, in the book of Numbers is HEI-BEIT-TET or BEIT-YOD-TET.


HEI-BEIT-TET means “Aspect”

HEI-BEIT-TET-ALEF-HEI means “utterance, pronouncing”




HEI-BEIT-YOD-TET-TET is “habitat” which is the natural location where some living thing 
dwells.

BEIT-TET-ALEF  or BEIT-TET-HEI, or BEIT-TET-UAW-ALEF  and BEIT-TET-UAW-YOD is to 
articulate, express, pronounce, utter, speak rashly, a phrase or idiom.

BET-TET-NOON is to place concrete, to place a lining, to impregnate, a womb.

BET-TET-NOON-HEI is a pistachio nut

BEIT-YOD means home, “in me” and “please!”


SEFERing all that…

I conclude that HEI-BEIT-YOD-TET is the action we should do that is modeled by observing the 
“serpentine shaped flame of bronze”  which looks like the letter NOON, which Moshe installed 
on a SAMEK-pole.    

This the instruction we were given of how we must regard YHUShO  being lifted up, crucified.


Words abide in the habitat of the ALEF-BEIT.    YHUShO is the “Word” made flesh… the 
Hebrew “DaBaR”…  not the Greek “Logos” or the English “Word”… though  both Logos and 
Word refer to the “DaBaR”, the DALET-BEIT-RESH of “IVRIT”, which means the “Hebrew”.


The word IVRIT, translated “Hebrew”, also means “to be pregnant”.


The ALEF-BEIT is pregnant with the identity and being of “Ha MASHIACx” which is YHUShO… 
by definition, the one sent from on High, from YHUH, being the utensil to save His people.


“By Definition” means that the eriktology study postulates that the 22 letters of the ALEF-BEIT 
are the description and identity of “Ha MASHIACx”… whoever that might be.   


We would have to fit some persona of history to the ALEF-BEIT mold to see if the person fits 
the description…  or perhaps we determine that the person in question betrays the concepts 
encapsulated by each letter, and so is not “Ha MASHIACx”.

YHUShO is YOD-HEI-UAW-SHIN-AYIN  which could be read as "YAH-connected to-Rescue”.

“Whoever that might be”.    


By definition- the ALEF-BEIT narrative will fit his-story, one way or in many ways… His 
teachings must comply and His emissaries must validate every nuance of the Hebrew ALEF-
BEIT, which is “proof of authenticity”.       

Thus we were given the ALEF-BEIT as the plumb-line, the standard by which to measure for 
“Truth”.    If something does not “line-up”, its not true.

  

Even analyzing the word KOHEN or “Priest” : KAF-HEI-NOON  - describes the job description.  
A true KOHEN must   “express clearly, pleasantly, surely, verily…  “Behold…”   

Tell us the Truth… not necessarily “doctrine”… not necessarily acceptable.

“Truth” must be aligned to the meaning of each Letter of the ALEF-BEIT in sequence order. 

The MASHIACx is that Truth, made tangible.   The Communication made flesh.  Touchable.


MEM-SHIN is “MuSh” like the english word “mushy”- to feel  or touch.

SHIN-YOD-CxET is “SH-Y-aCx” which means to speak or converse, musing or meditation.


SHIN-YOD-CxET is also a “shrub”… same as a “bush”… also means a “swimmer” or a pit.


YHUShO is the human, sent from ALHIM on High, to Save us as the ALEF-BEIT narrative 
expresses , as the letter meanings encode.

The word SHIN-UAW-AYIN means to cry out for help !

SHIN-AYIN-HEI is to care for, to look at each other, to turn away one’s gaze temporarily, 
suspending services a short while.




SHIN-AYIN-SHIN-AYIN  (Sha-Sha) is to delight, sport or play, entertainment, amusement.

SHIN-AYIN-NOON is to lean against for support, to recline on.   It’s a SAMEK.

SHIN-AYIN-AYIN is to be delighted, or to smooth over with oil or besmear, which is also the 
meaning of “MASHIACx”- to be smeared with oil, anointed.

YOD-SHIN-AYIN means to deliver, save, or help, or provide welfare.

YOD-SHIN-UAW-AYIN-HEI is help, victory, salvation, welfare, prosperity.


To say that YHUShO is Ha MASHIACx is “Sefer-ing” all these concepts together :

The plan (the ALEF) is to create a material existence (BEIT) and go visit it (GIMEL) dropping 
down into the pit as it were swimming amongst the inhabitants (DALET) in the appearance, that 
is, disguised as (there’s the HEI)  a human (HEI look! He’s the VAV-man!), who would suffer 
death (ZAYIN) and be entombed (CxET) a round rock rolled in front of the tomb (TET) and 
sealed, locked and guarded securely (YOD).   

Three days and three nights later… (KAF-LAMED… MEM-NOON… SAMEK-AYIN-PEI)

he sprouts back to life, resurrecting (there is TzADI).   A while later, He ascends back into the 
“heavenlies” and also later, in the future, will return to land the same way and place (QOOF).  
This subsequent occasion will manifest the reality of His (RESH-man) status- highly exalted, 
rather than the (DALET-man) as previously which was poor, weak, and diminished.

This occasion will be of explosive destruction for His adversaries and lavish provision to His  
faithful adherents.   (SHIN).    There, thats the plan.   (TAV).


The three sets of letters correlating to being in the Tomb… 

(KAF-LAMED)   His credentials:  keep “all”- He must  fulfill the entire TORAH and “teach” His 
followers to walk in His ways similarly, as He leads them… as a good shepherd.

(MEM-NOON)  out from the very “water pit of chaos and destruction” (MEM) will sprout the 
vitality of restored life (NOON).   The pool, the crucible  of torture contains the ingredients for 
reconfiguration, similar to the event of a caterpillar undergoing its metamorphosis in a cocoon.

(SAMEK-AYIN-PEI)   Just as a seed is planted and dies, which is the natural biological order,  
so He will sprout into a “shoot”, a “bush”, a “tree” of life, like a vine with branches yielding an 
exponential number of new seeds, to multiply His “genetic type”.


Hebrew prophetic word study is not necessarily to find specific “Prophecies” of a person or 
event, as one might hope or expect or even occasionally find in the stories of the Bible.


Rather…    read into the words and pictures they describe which are encrypted, words need to 
be ciphered.


“SEPHER-ing”

  

BEIT-TET-NOON can mean “look at the words” :

As the pistachio nut is in the shell, as the uterus lines the womb where develops the life…

every word formed by the Hebrew letters in some manner, concretely inhabit the Language, the 
“SHIN-PEI-HEI   QOOF-DALET-SHIN”…   the “SheFaH  QaDoSh”… the Sacred Lip.


The “Life- Support System” logo of the eriktology study is the NOON suspended on a SAMEK 
surrounded by the 22 letters of the Paleo Hebrew ALEF-BEIT.   

ALEF and TAV complete the circular of “beginning connected to ending" at the top.

The colors are encoded to the “MISHKAN Pattern” as per the study.


“Letter” is ALEF-UAW-TAV, pronounced “Oat” or “Oath”.    It means a sign, insignia, or signal, 
to consent or agree, a miracle.    Its the same as NOON-SAMEK.       

It is a derivative of ALEF-UAW-HEI which means “to desire or long for”.

ALEF-TAV can mean “with”, “you”, “plowshare”, to specify, and “to come” or the future to 
expect.




YHUShO said to “take up His yoke” and plow with Him.   That’s His “ALEF-TAV”.


“… On these two hang all the law and the prophets” - speaking of   “Love YHUH your ALHIM 
with all your heart, soul and strength… and love your neighbor as your self.”   ALEF-TAV again.


“You have broken the yoke, you have cut the straps…”   (No more Law or Prophets?)

that’s right… no ALEF-TAV.


NOON is a prefix letter.   As an experiment, drop the NOON and investigate what remains.  
Then, looking in the Dictionary for CxET-SHIN, when deciphering the word NaCxASH,  you go a 
bit farther and find other letters added which form other three letter word roots.  For example,

CxET-SHIN-RESH is to collect, a gathering of water, abundance.

CxET-SHIN-UAW-RESH is a hub or nave, that which gathers and retains the circumference.

These two words are like the function of a “wagon wheel” image… a circle or circus.

“Circumference” or “circe”, “kirke” and “church” are all the same English root word.


This “reminds” me of the concept of the “Church surrounding and centered on the Savior”, 
who is represented by the “Living One lifted up in the Stake”…  the NOON-SAMEK image.


Similarly…


The Hebrew Letters are gathered in order and retain their value centered and focussed  on the 
message intended to be communicated by the NOON-SAMEK, as the hub…  

the same exact message designed and intended before the beginning of “time” when “The 
Word” was first invented, concocted, built by the Creator of all things… before the rest of the 
“all things” were even brought into existence.


…But NOON and SAMEK only have definition because they were already contrived to exist,    
before they could exist… they were imagined, designed and placed, and so,  “became”.


The plan of the whole “project Earth” (which once it happens, will be termed “history”)  is 
composed of the pieces which fit together as a puzzle which are actually the Letters set in an 
ordered sequence, pre-established by the Creator of the Letters. They are not random.


Where the letters NOON and SAMEK are placed in the sequence,  affects their meaning.


YHUShO, by definition, is the very  “Word”  formed by the 22 letters.

The story of YHUShO, “YAHUSHA”  is that which sustains the meaning and integration of each 
letter to each other letter.

It matters. 


This concept affects both the spelling of words and the sound of speaking those words.  
Therefore, “phonics” can be regarded a poetic art, intentionally crafted as such from “on high”.


The Gematria value or “number equivalent “ of each letter is a “whole ‘nother thing” of 
significance, a totally different mechanism of messaging, very cryptic.


YHUShO, by definition, can never contradict or deny anything which was said by YHUH, the 
inventor of the Word which was said, way back there “In the beginning…” 

… any apparent contradiction, by definition, is a counterfeit of YHUShO, and thusly, “not true”.


For someone to “know” the “real meaning” of the 22 Letters, is to “know YHUShO”… 

and doing so, He said, that means you, as such, “know YHUH”.




********


NOON-SAMEK  means:  miracle, mystery, wonder.   (same as the word “Paleo”)


NOON-SAMEK-YOD  is translated  “my Banner”


NOON as a prefix speaks of “do, be, activate, engage”

SAMEK is a Menorah type, a vine with branches.


NOON-SAMEK could be seen as a “lit Menorah”…

sort of a picture of  “enlightenment-  the meeting place of YHUH and His KOHENIM”  (Priests).


NOON-UAW-SAMEK is flee, to escape

NOON-SAMEK-UAW-YOD is a test, trial, experimentation

NOON-SAMEK-YOD-UAW-NOON is “temptation”, an evil grief, and “to pine away”.

(a film titled “the last temptation of Christ” had him considering the options of performing a 
miracle of escape as He, the crucified one, had His life ebbed away… 

as the experiment of “being human” seemed to fail, by all accounts…


SAMEK is an engineered structure by calculation and designed to bear a load- trellis a vine…  
like a mast supports the load of sails catching gusts of wind to propel a ship.

SAMEK is referential of the “hard sciences” of Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics- things which 
are observable and determinable and can be “proven”to hold true by experience… it’s 
empirical.

NOON-SAMEK-CxET is to formulate or express in words, such as an equation.

SAMEK-NOON-NOON is to filter or strain

SAMEK-NOON-HEI is a thorn bush, meaning “to ward off”, to fend off as a protruding spike.


A “crown of thorns” might suggest : 

“Think not ! as does this man think !”

  

“Step back from the “Word”-  the “mind” He symbolizes.    He: the anthropo-morphosis of the 
22 Sacred Letters, which we hereby extinguish the vitality of !”  … that’s right… the ALEF-TAV.


YHUShO being “lifted up”.    NOON-SAMEK is also a Standard, Ensign, Flag, a banner.

It is pronounced just like NOON-SHIN-ALEF… pronounced “nasa” like the ‘Space Agency’.

which means to transport, transfer, suffer, forgive, endure, sweep away, to marry someone, 
exalted, to claim a debt, to exact payment as a creditor, to lift up and carry away- into oblivion, 
the dignity of a prince, and to put into the feminine form… 

similar to the meaning of CxET-LAMED-LAMED meaning to be deceived, empty, pierced. 

Vile, common, profaned- exactly as He was considered and as was done to Him. 

“Wounded unto death”


…exactly as we have done to the SHEM HaGADOL of YHUH and as we are criticized for in 
Ezekiel 36.


CxET-LAMED-LAMED.   Brought His reputation to desecration.  His fame to distortion.


NOON is the letter representing “Life” or “multiplication” like “many fish- prolific”, jumping with 
vitality.


The word used in Psalm 60: 5 is   HEI-TAV-NOON-UAW-SAMEK-SAMEK




It is a picture of a flag flying boldly in the midst of a bombardment- pictured as “Old Glory”, the 
flag sung praises of in the National Anthem of the United States, “the Star Spangled Banner”.


Like Moshe lifted up the NACxASh in the Wilderness… 


whoever looks to the image, believing, would be “saved”… cured from the snake bite.


Illogical.   Unscientific.   Not Rational.   


yet Life prevails over the mechanical apparatus of Death.   

One could say “NOON overrides SAMEK” as a promise of miraculous intervention…

or the other way around…

SAMEK overrides NOON, in that, “It is Established” (SAMEK), that the one regarding YHUH will 
escape the trouble, pictured by the NOON of some attack action.


These concepts can be contemplated many ways and flipped around this way or that.   its 
called “meditating on the Word”… pondering various routes of navigation.   “HEI-GIMEL-HEI”


Beholding the actual Burning Bush, Physics might say that fire consumes plant matter or that 
moisture in the bush might disallow fire.

Moshe noticed that something was amiss…

His observation did not align with Scientific explanation- so he turned to investigate.


The text says YHUH noticed that Moshe turned to ponder this sight, so the message was sent 
through the anomaly itself and spoke to him.   ( a metaphor of NOON jumping out of MEM)


The geometric structure of SAMEK and the living essence of NOON were overlapping yet not 
eliminating one another from his consideration.

Someone might say this is a picture of “Light in the Meeting Tent” or a “Dancing Tetrahedron”.


Perhaps its an image of Moshe pondering his life up till that occasion…

40 years in the Egyptian Court… 40 years as a shepherd in the Median Wilderness…

What’s the link?

Two perpendicular vectors of his life… 

Where is the “phantom hypotenuse” tying them together?


YOD-TAV-RESH-UAW is the name of his father-in-law “Jethro”.   It also means Hypotenuse.

It also means “He will search it out, search himself… the connections in his own story.


He had learned the written Languages:  Hieroglyph, Cuneiform, maybe even Sanskrit?

Was IVRIT even written yet?   Did Hebrew exist in Scripted form at this time?

Its about 1500 BC here.     

How ancient are the Hebrew scrawling  found in Egyptian slave-worked mines?     

Nobody can say for sure.

The oldest written Hebrew artifacts presently are dated to about 1200 BC.

Were the Caananites writing?    Were they drawing pictures representing sounds or words or 
concepts?    It is believed they spoke some type of Semitic Language.

The Phoenicians of Byblos are believed to have invented the Semitic Alphabet about 1050 BC.


Some suggest these same inhabitants of Byblos were actually Hebrew Israelites of David and 
Solomon’s  era mislabeled by foreigners much later to be “Phoenicians”  of the Lebanese area.


But that dates  to 500 years after Moshe.




As of 2018  CE, I have heard of no evidence found of Hebrew writing dating to 1500 BC or 
earlier, yet Moshe supposedly wrote the TORAH in Hebrew.


Something is wrong here. The numbers don’t work.  The concepts speak of our ignorance, not 
the facts.


As long as imagination is obviously fair game for the Scientists and Historians, let’s imagine 
what Moshe was doing as her was walking around in the desert with YITRO’s flock…


The word Desert or Wilderness is MIDBAR in Hebrew.


“DABAR” : DALET-BEIT-RESH means word, speak, stipulate, pasture, plague, paycheck, trailer, 
‘that which follows’… all sorts of things. 

MEM as a prefix means “a place” or an instrument of use, put into a noun form.


MEM-DALET-BEIT-RESH could be a “place of words” which is a book or a “Language”.


Perhaps…

Moshe was wandering around, wondering about his life, contemplating Languages, Letters, the 
meaning of words and letters and sounds… Egyptian, Ugaritic, Sumerian, Akkadian… 
Edenic…  Semitic…

pondering each Letter as having some esoteric essence, a “spiritual connection”  to the 
“meaning of Life”… 

to ‘his’ own life as a story, a sequence of weird events that might make for an interesting movie 
some day… as if his life was bigger than himself and he was just an actor in a larger drama…


so he’s thinking about the design of each staging… that’s a SAMEK-  what would it look like if 
you were to draw the concept as a picture, a geometric form, a hieroglyphic pictograph ?

Maybe something like a tree.  “grow where you are planted”  Isn’t that what the t-shirt said ?

Some “unseen hand” is orchestrating and planting and ordering world events ?

like some “Cosmic Chess-game” ?    Who are the players ?  

What burden, what yoke is placed on each chess piece ?  its job description, its capabilities 
and limitations…

Each “tree” is placed in time and space to bear its burden, produce its fruit, to provide of its 
strength for its contemporary’s benefits…


Then he’s remembering his experience at each stage:  hopes, fears, battles, loves, struggles…


What”s a NOON about?   energy, action, jumping, doing, darting, like you might see lightning 
split open a dark night suddenly with a crack of thunder.    Wham!     how do you show that?

Simple, clear, elegant, minimalist graphic art.   Like good advertising-  logo design.


Hey, there’s a fire over there… look at that… “Fire”- “ESH”:  ALEF-SHIN… consumes 
everything in its path… Hey !    I’ve got to save the flock !  Quick !   Hop to it !   Scramble !


But… “what the…”    its not spreading… in fact, the bush isn’t being consumed…


I gotta check this out.   Something is wrong… this doesn’t agree with Science as I learned it.

I can not possibly ignore this spectacle as if it doesn’t matter… this is incredible actually.

What’s going on here…  now my curiosity is on fire… what am I seeing ?   Is this for real ? 


Why am I seeing this ?   What day is today ?  Am I imagining this thing I see so clearly ? 


“Wow” 




My life as Egyptian Royalty- yet actually a Hebrew slave

My life incognito as an  illiterate peasant herdsman- yet my best friend is the Priest of Midian…

We contemplate international politics and commerce in light of the Way of the Most High…

I see the Heathen Kingdoms reel in debauchery and cry out to ALOHIM  to do something…


What is a Hebrew… the people of the promise given to ABRHM, YTSCxQ, and YQOV.   

We were given words.   

We are taught to “Trust”  that those words accurately conveyed the heart and intent of the 
Most High, Al OLYUN… of AL ShDI, the All Mighty…   

those words are the key to the future.


“Word”- DABAR-  DEBARIM…

Terms we were given, by which either the Blessing or the Curse will follow- 

contingent upon our attitude and behavior… accordingly as the instructions are followed.


I know that Words are more powerful than any weapon… I commanded armies…


Something is missing… something about words… how are they to be controlled like a team of 
horses, wielded like a battle axe, launched as an archery barrage, or even sent as a dove 
bearing sentiments of love…


ALEF is an ox… like a plan set in motion, like the ox yoked to a plow, ripping open a furrow… 
the arrow in a bow being shot at TAV, the target, hitting the mark, in the distance, the future…


The “ALEF-TAVed”,  a prophecy foretold being accomplished,  actualized.


What Prophecy- what plan- what stage is set- what crescendo are we about to hear ?  


How is the strategy for freedom and victory and Relationship with our ALHIM… in His Words ?


Consuming Fire… Teeth… SHIN


The monogram- the single letter representing ‘EL SHADDI”, the “All Mighty”, the All Powerful, 
second to none, can’t be overwhelmed or defeated by anyone or anything.

The “Provider of All Benefits”… like a “stack of drawers”- source of a necessities.

SHADIM also means a pair of magnificent breasts, Nurturer of all creatures, Sustainer of those 
He gives life to, equipped with infinite, inexhaustible resources.


The word “Fire”-  ALEF-SHIN : “ESh”

… could be read as “I will provide”… or, “I will devastate any opposition to My purpose”.


Moshe beheld ALEF-SHIN interfaced with SAMEK-NOON, or actually HEI-SAMEK-NOON-HEI, 
which conceptually could be read as:  “I will engage My intentions with practical involvement.  
It is even built in as the fabric of Creation.  The whole structure supports My RUACx- ensuring 
the operation of all matters, without fail.”


The Plan, the RUACx, the Prophecy, the Revelation, The Promise, the Strategy, the Saving…

Its all in the words.  

DEBARIM


and then there was a Voice.


speaking his name.




Speaking Hebrew words.


grabbing ahold of his very soul in the depths of his being


and giving him his next step.


and Moshe said,  “HINENI”.     “Here I am”.      He found himself.  That’s one way to see it.

Sure, he was answering the voice speaking to him, but the voice drew him out of his 
circumstances to discover his role in the drama of his people, the nation, and their culture.


Put the words in writing.


Establish identity of the whole people-group by the yoke of words… instructions… values.

Its not about race or genetics… its about regarding the words.

Even YAHUSHUA said something about being qualified as “sons of Abraham” by doing as 
Abraham did, its not just a consideration of lineage or job description.  (John 8: 39)


MOSHE… MOSHE


Drawn out … be drawn out … draw the people of YHUH out … 

draw out “from” (MEM) the SHIN-HEI-HEI : that which has been omitted, overlooked, withheld, 
delayed, late in coming :  MEM-SHIN-HEI  :  “MOSHE” -   ‘that which belongs to the young 
sheep’- “respite”.    


What did YHUH promise His people which has been forgotten, overlooked, delayed ?


Come out of your world of Egyptian war and diplomacy, of Midianite sheep and goats…   

cross over… never look back… become YASHAR-AL.


How do 3 million people change their mind in unison?

How does even one person not remember the past? not recall the established culture?


**** YHUH told us to not even mention the “names” of the foreign deity figures.

      SHEM is name, fame, renown, reputation…    

      Why are we taught about Greek and Roman gods in school, yet never about the MOEDIM ?

** MOEDIM are the “Witness and Testimony of YHUH, which He designed Himself to reference 
Himself as His adornment” stipulated in Leviticus 23, known as “Appointed Times”.


How does MOSHE get everyone ‘on board’ with a whole new mindset ?  


Provide a mechanism for brain-washing.   

Fill the mind with a whole new paradigm, and all its ramifications.

Learn to write and read Hebrew… as a code, not just words describing nouns and verbs.

Every letter of every word is a description, an encryption- of the nation’s Deity, it’s “Elohim”.

The writing carries the culture based on the religion.

Change the Language, change the Religion, change the mind.

***  (Alexander the Great pulled the same trick about twelve hundred years later)


Every written word is a compilation of letters which proclaim the testimony of YHUH in 
relationship to His  exclusive, chosen people known as YSRAL.   

Every word speaks of the BRIT : the Eternal Covenant.   Every Letter is a Herald of Truth.


But… what is a “letter” ?    Sorry, they don’t exist yet.   It’s 1500 BCE.   




There is no Semitic Alphabet yet.  

No collection of sounds- basic phonics…  in any kind of established order like “A-B-C-D…”


Various Canaanite peoples are speaking the language, but nobody is writing it.   Why not?


“Phonics” is called what it is because it is said to have been developed by the “Phonicians” 
who lived in a city called “Byblos” which is where we get the English word “Bible”.


Did anyone have the concept of drawn symbols representing individual consonant sounds in 
1500 BCE ?    

This determination has never been established according to the archeological record as of this 
year, 2018.

MOSHE did not “learn Canaanite” writing techniques… there was none.


For the record, no one can hardly imagine where the AlphaBet as we know it, came from.   

No one knows at all, who compiled it, who configured its content of images or their order.

No one knows “why” it came to be.

It is “assumed” that it “just kind-of evolved” using symbols of agrarian lifestyle: ox, tent, fish 
hook, nail, etc.

Some people have said the letter shapes are “glyphs representing the Canaanite gods”.

Recently - as viewable on ‘you-tube’, one linguistic expert suggests that some Canaanite 
miners must have wanted to emulate the Egyptians style of writing “love poetry” to their 
goddesses using hieroglyphs, so they invented the Alef-Bet to be a way by which they could 
write love poetry to their Canaanite goddesses.


There you go folks… the best guesses we have as of 2018 CE… 

by people with letters after their names even! 


The Semitic Language group has a few certain consistent aspects according to ‘Webster’s’…

three letter roots forming nouns and verbs

a collection of consonant letters with inflected vowel sounds

two tenses of time : completed action and uncompleted… not past- present- future


Within these parameters, people groups have their variations and their similarities which make 
it possible for Linguistic Anthropologists to identify the source of artifacts.


Exodus 24: 4

Moshe wrote all the words of YHUH.


Exodus 24: 12

YHUH said to Moshe, “Ascend to Me, to the mountain and remain there, and I shall give you 
the Stone Tablets and the teaching and the commandment that I have written, to teach them.”


Exodus 31: 18

when He finished speaking to him on Mount Sinai, He gave Moshe the two Tablets of 
Testimony, stone tablets inscribed by the finger of ALHIM.


These are the first three places in Scripture where the word KAF-TAV-BEIT (to write)  are found.


Question:  where did Moshe get the ability to “write” the “Words of YHUH” ?


This is a profound verse.


Exodus 24: 3 says,




Moshe came and told the people all the Words of YHUH and all the ordinances, and the entire 
people responded with one voice and they said, “All the words that YHUH has spoken, we will 
do”.


Everything had always been spoken up until verse 4… never written.


Moshe then writes the “SEFER HaBRIT” : “Book of the Covenant” and reads it in verse 7.


Each letter of the Pictographic Hebrew ALEF-BEIT represents a concept of the QADOSH as 
communicated by the  AL  QADOSH :  from  YHUH to MOSHE for YSRAL.


The Semitic Letters are not love poetry to the Canaanite goddesses.


Each letter is specific.   

If the prefix letter of a word  is  “HEI”,  it ‘generally’ means to specify, as in the concept : “the”. 

If the suffix letter of a word   is  “HEI”, it is an “expression” or “manifestation”, an “essence”.

**** for example the word TzADI-DALET-QOOF is “righteous”

                          the word TzADI-DALET-QOOF-HEI is “righteousness”

(the suffix being HEI is also the ‘feminine suffix’)


To spell a word with HEI as both the first letter and last letter,  is generally the equivalent of the 
“ing” or “tion” suffixes in english.

 

***** Perusing “the Red Dictionary” by Ernest Klein will give evidence of this notion.


The word for “burning” as in the “bush incident” is HEI-BEIT-AYIN-RESH-HEI.


BEIT-AYIN-RESH also means brutish, ignorant, stupid, dull, removed, destroyed, boorish… 

all of which can describe the essence of  “illiteracy”.


MEM-SAMEK-NOON is a filter or strainer.


Didn’t Moshe filter the ALEF-SHIN through the SAMEK-NOON ?


What !?    filter the “Ox-Teeth”  through the “Tree-Fish” !?    No !


He comprehended the “Intention” of “AL SHADI”  which is the “favor and provision”, the role of 
“Champion and Defender”, the “Giver of Insight and Instruction for the sake of all possible 
Success in this Life and in the Life to come  (the OLAM HABA”).”


That is the “ALEF of SHIN”.


He filtered that awareness, which both the Egyptians and Canaanites lacked, through an 
“engineered design structure” which is SAMEK, which is “Orthography of Letter Shapes” in 
combination with the “Spark of Life” or the “Sprout of Vitality” which is the “Intrinsic Potential 
of Self-Sustaining Existence”  which is NOON.


How should someone describe in words what scientists can not explain.  Philosophers and 
Psychologists can not explain what “consciousness” is or how it happens.


“Cogito Ergo Sum”-  Rene Descartes.    “I think- therefore I exist”… 

or, “I think, therefore I know I exist.”   

That is as close as we can get.




There is some aspect of Life, of Vitality, in each Letter.  Some “potent”, intrinsic to each letter 
“concept” which is captured by the simple shape as drawn, as inscribed in the Paleo form.


Each of these Letters carry a resonance of YHUH Himself.

Each Letter is a self referential disclosure of YHUH Himself.


“ If ”  …

Moshe was shown, or allowed the perception that in the verbal construct of the Semitic 
Language in use at the time, the “eh” sound as a prefix pronunciation generally meant :

“I am … such and such” or usually interpreted as “I will do … such and such”…


“he may have” …


equated that concept to the idea of an Ox set to plow, pulling a blade through the earth 
producing a furrow.    The Ox : taught, trained, and domesticated.   ALEF.

Look at the neck on that beast.    Solid.   Un-turnable.   Resolute.    Determined.   ALEF-ness.


The “plan”, “purpose”, “intent”, “strategy”, “agenda”  of AL OLYUN  (EL ALYON), 

the “Most High” in whose SHEM- whose “Name”, Melchizedeq had greeted Abraham.


It all starts there.   First order of business.   First regard of existence.   First awareness of sanity.


Then what ?   Why take the random Phoneme of what we think of as the letter B or BEIT and 
place it secondly after the ALEF?


BEIT as a prefix, sound or letter, carries the meaning of “in, with, on, among, through, against, 
or ‘in the condition of…’ ”


As a concept, the singularity of the Intent of the Most High, the All Mighty, the One and Only… 
is met with agreement or conflict by “an Other”.    “Otherness” is BEIT-ness.  

2 compared to 1.    So BEIT is 2

The singular mind reaching out, unfurled, on exhibition, the outstretched arm…

picture a football running-back holding the ball with one arm and the other extended, 
offending.   Its also a picture of getting a “hug” from someone.  The design of a tent-dwelling.

Make the Plan tangible,   an “item”, a “noun” concept.    To Exist.


YOD-HEI-YOD     “YHY”     To be, to exist.  The causal action of all that is.


But YOD and HEI are the tenth and fifth letters.   They can not describe ALEF and BEIT unless 
all the letters in their perfect order already exist as a concept, as the “Plan” itself.


Exodus 24: 12 indicates YHUH had already written them.  


Exodus 24: 4 says Moshe wrote them.


I suggest that at the “burning bush incident”, Moshe was given the “download” of how the 
Hebrew Language “works” or “is built” by YHUH Himself, and that it is about Himself.


It started with Moshe contemplating his own life while he wandered with the sheep of his 
father-in-law in the wilderness.    The Fire and the Bush were catalysts for what was about to 
change the entire world.


The written Hebrew ALEF-BEIT.




“Moshe wrote all the words of YHUH”    


Divine revelation filtered through human agency.    Nothing Canaanite about it.


Exodus 19: 4, 5, 6

“You have seen what I did to Egypt, and that I have borne you on the “wings of Eagles” and 
brought you to Me.  And now,  


- “ if ” - 


you hearken well to Me and observe My Covenant, you shall be to me the Most Beloved 
treasure of all peoples, for Mine is the entire world.  You shall be to Me a Kingdom of Priests, 
and a QADOSH Nation.”   

These are the words which you are to speak to the Children of YSRAL.”


The graphic Image of the Letters NOON and SAMEK , superimposed together, with Letters HEI 
as both prefix and suffix to appear as “wings”…

suggests …


Eagle : NOON-SHIN-RESH  

NOON-SHIN-ALEF : to lift, carry, take, take away, forgave, pardoned, destroyed, transported, 
raised, exalted, given in marriage… also, to deceive, beguile…  to claim debt.

NOON-SHIN-HEI :  to be a creditor, to claim a debt,  to exact payment, to forget

SHIN-RESH :  chief, leader, captain, prince, singer, poet, navel, chain, bracelet

SHIN-RESH-HEI :  Noble lady, fight, strive, contend, untied, opened, released, set free, to rest, 
to dwell, immersed, to soak, saturate, to maintain, to support, allowed and permitted.


KAF-NOON-PEI :   wing, to surround, to hide, huddled, to gather, to assemble

KAF-NOON :  So, Yes, Thus, right, truthful, honest, base, stand, pedestal, easel

NOON-PEI :  NOON-PEI-HEI : sieve, to sift, to examine closely, winnow, to purify


The graphic image of the Letter NOON and SAMEK superimposed together, with Letters HEI as 
both prefix and suffix, appearing as “wings”…

is the word “bush”  HEI-SAMEK-NOON-HEI

and the word “the testing”  HEI-NOON-SAMEK-HEI- or the experimentation, or the miraculous,


and the word “the temptation”.


NOON-SAMEK :  standard, ensign, flag… something lifted up.


YSRAL was given Truth and was exalted for walking in the Way of Truth.   Corruption of 
behavior brought disaster.   YAHUSHUA was lifted up to facilitate the forgiveness which had 
already been offered for those who repent- TESHUVA- turn back to the protocol of Truth.


Assemble, examine closely, be purified, receive forgiveness, contend for the marriage, be free.


HEI-SAMEK-NOON-HEI… NOON SAMEK on eagles wings.

  




   


 


  



